
No
Session 1 (start 9:30)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

NB - All timings are approximate!
1 MoPop 06:36 Open England Story of the Museum of Pop Culture (MoPop) in Seattle, WA, USA

2 Be Careful 01:34 MPS England A recipe found in a book of "magic brews" is made and eaten with amazing consequences.

3 The Albatros 04:00 Open F
A party in a rather special establishment. Do we dare to take an objective look at these 

particular situations?

4 Magnelli 07:43 Open F

Here is information done at the beginning inviting spectators to visit my picture gallery: Dear 

visitor, you are about to experience a unique artistic adventure. In the age of virtual reality, 

Alberto Magnelli's work took on its full meaning the moment I let myself be guided by my own 

fantasies. So I'll give you some advice on how to make the most of the works on display. Try to 

describe each of them as they reveal themselves to you.Put aside your preconceptions and 

avoid spontaneous reactions of rejection.Let your imagination go and free your emotions. I 

invite you to follow me...

5 Orakei Korako 04:30 Open NZ A visit to Orakei Korako

6 Winter in Slovenia 04:19 Open Y Scotland None supplied

7 Heist Tales 06:57 Open England
The story of the audacious theft of Olaf Pirol's surrealist masterpiece 'Easter Parade' from a 

Yorkshire country house.

8 Time it Was 03:38 MPS Italy This AV is about Life, Death and Time. 

9 My Journey South 08:40 Open England
The story of a journey by sea to Antarctica and the Antarctic Circle showcasing the landscapes 

and the wildlife.

10 Red Steel 04:27 MPS BEL

Song by the frenchman Bernard Lavilliers : tribute to the work of the steelworkers whose 

factories have ceased to exist.

"I would like to work again, to work again, forging red steel with my golden hands. Working 

again, working again. Red steel and golden hands"

11 Franklin Island 04:00 Open Y CAN None given

12 Hattie's Legacy 11:20 Open England
The story of how the University of Birmingham came to house one of the city's most iconic Art 

Deco buildings.



No
Session 2 (Start 10:50)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

13 A Time to Reflect 03:56 MPS England Autumn is a season to reflect on the past year.

14 Harry 05:34 Open England A song in memory of a first world war Soldier.

15 TOWN OF WHISPERERS 05:51 Open Poland
A made-up story of a truly deserted, abandoned and hard-to-find town in the mountains of 

northern Italy.

16 Talk 05:05 MPS England Interpretation of the Cold Play song 'Talk' with images from Cuba.

17
NONGQAWUSE 

PROPHETESS OF DOOM
06:59 Open SA

The Author's interpretation of the actual tragedy  that befell the Xhosa Nation in 1652 when 

they blindly followed the Prophesies of Nongqawuse

18 "X-Posed" 06:51 Open AUS
An exploration of the author's sixty year involvement in photography and the various types of 

subjects he has worked on in order to interest others in photography.

19 Endean's Mill 03:41 MPS Y NZ

Endean's Mill in the Waikato region of New Zealand is intriguing in that it was completely 

abandoned in 1997, left to be reclaimed by nature. Everything is as it was left; making for some 

very interesting photographic captures and an evocative story to be told of a once large and 

thriving native timber sawmill.

20 Chasing the Ice 06:40 Open England

In Iceland, each year, teams of ice caving experts explore the glaciers, trying to discover newly-

formed ice caves, so that residents and tourists can enjoy seeing them. The Icelandic leader of 

one of these cave-hunting teams tells his story of their search for a new ice cave.

21 4 Minutes 04:37 Open England
A building, its purpose kept secret for 60 years, reminds us that we are still vulnerable in time 

of conflict.

22 Teach your Children well 02:35 MPS Y SA
While observing in photographing a lion family's interactions, a sense of wanting to reflect this 

experience in an Audio Visual grew.

23 Images from the Past 03:20 Open England
A progression of creative images, mostly using waxworks from Madame Tussauds, set in the 

ruins of Barrington Court, Somerset.



24
INVISIBILE TEMPO 

(INVISIBLE TIME)
06:41 Open Italy

With the audiovisual "Invisible Time", the authors have tried to document the essential 

moments that mark a day of life in a monastery, taking great care not to alter the spiritual 

atmosphere. "Invisible Time" aims to encapsulate the primary elements that one breathes 

inside the monastery. The Invisible Presence of God and the Time by which the actions of the 

day are regulated. Every corner of the monastery is imbued with a spirituality so strong that it 

cannot be described, one has the sensation of breathing a different air, light, impalpable, 

strange and pleasantly enveloping, to the point of to the point of losing track of Time and 

taking you into another dimension until you do not realise that the time is passing.

25 If Ever You're Feeling Lost 04:20 Open Y England

Promoting the pleasures of the Yorkshire Dales, which lie mainly within their own National Park 

across 840 square miles of  Yorkshire and Cumbria in the north-west of England, with some of 

the finest crags, pavements and limestone scenery in the UK.



No
Session 3 (start 12:10)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

26 God's Own Country 04:08 MPS England Landscapes across the Yorkshire Dales, England.

27 Flowers in the Darkness 03:21 Open NL
The series was created in the last months of my wife's illness. The shots are of flowers and 

plants from her great love for her garden

28
When time stood still in 

Kleinmond
07:47 Open SA

Veldfires are a common occurrence in the Western Cape and plays a part in the growth cycle of 

the natural vegetation (Fynbos) in the area. It is always a frightful experience because of the 

damage caused to other structures and animal life. The watch I found after the fire gave me my 

theme for the AV.

29
Of Curiosity and 

Independent Thinking
07:58 Open England

Charles Darwin was born in a the producers local town. Few people associate Darwin with the 

town, other than those who live there. This story investigates how this town influnced and 

shaped Charles Darwin and helped him to become the famous man. It explores  religious 

intolerance, and the wider moder thing of cancelling those with whome you don't agree. It 

makes the point that the curiosity and independeing thinking of this you boy helped to develop 

his marvellous mind.

30 That is Desert 03:16 MPS SVK A poem about the Rub'al Khali desert in Oman.

31 At Home 04:34 Open F
A fatalistic misanthrope casts a wry gaze out of his window at the world around him, finding 

real pleasure only in listening to Beethoven's symphonies

32 A Floral Rainbow 03:49 MPS Y NZ
My garden is full of beautiful flowers most of the year with a multitude of colours. I wanted to 

capture their essence up close to show their beauty in the colours of the rainbow.

33
Circo di fine estate (Late 

summer circus)
03:35 Open Italy

The summer season is gone and the beaches look like a sad circus tent when the show is over 

and everybody has left. The wide empty shore is eerily quiet and the beach toys and games 

stand idle, as everything is slowly being wrapped up in large cocoons, or is removed for the 

long cold empty months ahead. (Rivazzurra di Rimini, 24-26 September 2021)

34 The Land of Story-Books 04:57 MPS NI

All children should have the love, care and opportunity to read, and be read to, so that their 

sense of wonder is nurtured and they can dream and imagine within the new worlds they 

discover.



35  A Future from the Past 07:35 Open Aus
To overcome a recession, the small Canadian town of Chemainus decided to paint giant murals 

on their walls.  The murals became famous and tell a tale of some of the town's history.

36 Walking with Grief 05:55 Open England

The title comes from a prayer given to me by our vicar, Rev Gary Birchall, and this is followed 

by a song sung by Emily Smith. The Audio Visual is a personal declaration of love, but is also a 

symbol of hope for all those who have ever lost a loved one.

37 Sossus dead vlei Namibia 03:00 Open SA Desert scenes at the dead vlei in sossus vlei namibia

38 The Shoreline Speaks 03:22 MPS Wales

The recent discovery of Haiku, a form of Japanese poetry, provided the inspiration to blend this 

art form with photography and sound to show a connection with nature and find glimmers of 

hope in small, simple things.



No
Session 4 (start 14:00)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

39 Whakari White Island 04:16 Open NZ A tribute to the 22 people who died in the White Island volcanic disaster of 2019

40 The Custodian 08:57 Open England A woman buys a house. Not just any woman, not just any house……….

41 Cape Splendor 04:33 Open Y SA
Kogelberg, a World Heritage Site with its exceptional flora and fauna diversity is considered the 

heart of the Cape Floral Kingdom. 

42

The Search For The Hidden 

Corellian YT-1300 Light 

Freighter

03:19 MPS NI
The Search for the hidden Corellian YT-1300 Light Freighter has been narrowed down to South 

West Ireland. Will it be found?

43 The Big Bang 06:00 Open Wales A sleepy Snowdonia village has a hidden past.

44 I've known some boats 03:06 MPS F

Does this song illustration allude to boats or Love between two people? The comprehension of 

the text plays on these two meanings. The story uses sea photography in full screen and face to 

face profiles where symbolic images of marine environment are included. This AV sequence is 

dedicated to my friend Maurice, a great French diaporamist who is henceforth sailing for 

eternity. He loved the sea, and his AV sequences often spoke about Love. I've wished to have a 

positive memory of Maurice, using images of his colored paradise in 'Oléron Island' where I 

spent happy moments with him and his wife, and images of my beloved Brittany.

45
The Bear The Blossom And 

The Blindfold
06:34 Open England

A poignant and emotional visit to the National Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire, England.  

Displaying the author's key memories of organisations and individuals remembered at this 

huge site with many memorials. "At the going down of the sun, we will remember them."

46 Old Bottles 01:57 MPS SA None supplied

47 Manhattan 07:00 Open England A record of my visit to Manhatten

48 When Winter Comes 04:23 MPS England Photographs of Winter in the Worcestershire countryside



49
A Tutta Birra (The Beer-All 

and End-All)
06:24 Open Italy

The Beer-All and End-All. The Munich Oktoberfest is a 16-day event that takes place in an area 

called Theresienwiese – Theresa’s meadow – or simply d' Wiesn in local Bavarian dialect. It 

ends on the first Sunday in October. Theresienwiese is a 42-hectare (0.42 km2) site where a 

large funfair is set up along with beer tents (Festzelte) serving only Munich’s six historic beer 

brands: Paulaner, Spaten, Hofbräu, Hacker-Pschorr, Augustiner and Löwenbräu. The 14 largest 

tents can host between 5,000 and 10,000 people. At the centre of each tent is a stage where 

bands perform traditional Schlager music. The festival Bierzelte can accommodate up to 5,000 

and 10,000 people and take two months to set up. 

“The Beer-All and End-All” is an audio visual that cheerfully charts the trip of a group of Italian 

tourists to Munich for Oktoberfest, Europe’s most important beer festival.

But once the festival is over, only the poor and “invisible” are left on the streets. The audio 

visual ends with a message of hope that even for the poor there is light at the end of the 

tunnel.

50 Ain't What You Do 02:49 Open Y England A fun and hopefully amusing look at how photographers enjoy their hobby.

51 A breath of fresh air 06:26 Open England
How a holiday retreat, built for a young Norwich couple at the heart of the Norfolk Broads, 

became their family home, and was given a new lease of life 60 years later.



No
Session 5 (start 15:15)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

52 Caroline Diggeby - Pratte 03:06 MPS England A comic song

53 My School Now and Then 03:32 Open Y England
Photos taken during my schooldays on Agfa DiaDirect (monochrome reversal film), then 

recently scanned for an illustrated article in the school magazine.

54 Symmetrical Harmony 04:34 MPS England Creative use of flower images to create a relaxing calm.

55 Stairsss 03:11 Open BEL A staircase - what could be more banal! Variations on this way to go up and down endlessly...

56 Doel 02:58 Open NL

In 1999 it was decided that the village of Doel in Belgium had to make way for a new port. All 

residents had to leave their homes, so a ghost village was created. However, the new docks 

have never been realized.

57 wAnderiNg to baLcoES 04:43 MPS Poland
A journey to an abandoned, mysterious place, affected by oblivion and a "curse". A journey 

inside yourself.

58 The Mystery 11:57 Open England

The death of an elderly relative led to a thirty year search for my roots, and in particular, the 

mystery surrounding a funeral bill led to heart rending discoveries about one particular 

relative's way of life.

59 Floral Fantasy 03:21 Open SA images of flowers combined with old decaying buildings At Kolmanskop in namibia

60 A Natural Gesture 06:28 Open Italy

Rossella, an actress, has consecrated herself to the stage, renouncing all sentimental ties to 

give her audience her art every night. The price Anna has to pay is loneliness and the 

renunciation of a life of her own, until she decides to...   “Before you judge my life or my 

character put on my shoes, walk the path I walked. Live my pain, my doubts, my laughter. Live 

the years I lived and fall where I fell and get back up as I did. Everyone has their own story.”    

by Luigi Pirandello  

61 Iceland, Land of Contrasts 04:49 MPS Y Scotland None supplied



62 Tra sogno e realtà 08:15 Open Italy
After each journey we return with new experiences and memories which, over time, are 

transformed into dreams..

63 Winter Leaves 02:30 Open NL

The first light frost in December 2022 was a good reason to pick up the camera again. 

Frost rustles in the trees, swirling softly down my cheek.

I'm coldly sniffing the winter, it's going to be kale today.

64 Oude Kerk 04:12 Open AUS
Oude Kerk is the oldest building in Amsterdam.  Its total destruction nearly resulting from its 

turbulent history was prevented by highly skilled restoration.



No
Session 6 (start 9:30)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

65 Benedictus 07:14 MPS England The images that came to me on hearing the music

66 Finding Henry 03:31 Open Italy

One day, almost by chance, the memory of a house in London resurfaces: 24 Lyndhurst 

Gardens, where Carla lived with other students in August 1969. It was a year of key historical 

events: the first man on the Moon, the Concorde first flight, Arpanet, Woodstock and the 

Beatles concert on the roof of a London building. Over fifty years later Carla decides to look on 

the web for one of those of old friends in the photos, Henry, and...

A true story, narrated with old yellowed photographs and the blue light of current devices.

67 Getaway 06:46 Open AUS

A visit to Melbourne to see our daughter after the birth of her third child became hugely 

complicated in the wake of Covid 19 outbreaks in various places and the resultant border 

closures.

68 Moor to This.. 06:15 Open England Impressions of Dartmoor!

69 So God Made a Dog 02:25 MPS SA An AV using the poem So God made a dog - author unknown

70 What's left for us 04:00 Open NL My Covid AV in remembrance of my father…

71
Blake's Jerusalem: A 

Personal Rendition
06:34 Open Y England

Firstly, a brief introduction to the early 19th Century poem that became, over a hundred years 

later, England's unofficial national anthem, 'Jerusalem'. Secondly, accompanying the hymn that 

follows, a personal store of images, which for this author have come to represent England's 

'green and pleasant land'.

72 Born Wild 03:19 Open NL

Born Wild - On a small nature reserve (Landtong Rozenburg) situated between two water ways 

and in the middle of industries and the port of Rotterdam the Netherlands, a small herd of wild 

konik horses lived. All year round they lived in freedom, in the early spring of each year a few 

mares would have foals, these foals our born wild, with no help or interference of humans. On 

one occasion early in the morning of April, I was lucky to witness a young foal being born.

mailto:2@25


73 Haeg Wadu 05:31 Open England
England abounds with rural villages though rarely does anything significant appear to happen 

there. This is a story about the village where I live.

74 Hill of Crosses 06:31 Open SVK

Hill of Crosses in the north of Lithuania. A small hill, but a big one for this small country. People 

started to raise crosses here already in the 19th century – as a remembrance for those who 

died under Russian servitude. As years went by, more crosses appeared. When there were 

thousands of them, communist authorities took them as a threat.

They bulldozed them, burned them down, but new crosses always appeared the next morning. 

Symbols of pain, suffering but most of all – of defiance.

75 Brush Medicine 03:56 Open SA A search for the identity of Bottlebrush trees.

76 Magic is Might 07:35 Open England None supplied

77
Impressions of Autumn - 

The Cairngorms
02:18 MPS England

Autumn colours in the Cairngorms depicted by images with varying degrees of Intentional 

Camera Movement harmonised to the music.



No
Session 7 (start 10:45)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

78 Palacio de Cristal 02:52 Open NL

The Palacio de Cristal (Crystal Palace) is a building in the Parque del Buen Retiro in the Spanish 

capital Madrid.

Designed in 1887, it was built to display tropical plants from the Philippines.

79 A Troubled Country 10:23 Open England
The Country Myanmar is in constant turmoil; its a story about the people and their lives which 

shows their tenacity against all odds.

80 Poppin' A … 02:15 Open Y England
An AV showing some things people like to do, and what some people love to do which is show 

casing stunts they have mastered on BMX bikes especially wheelies. 

81 Finding Uncle Fred 06:36 Open England

The true story of my own great uncle, Fred Harvey: his valour in the battlefields of World War I, 

set alongside my own personal voyage of discovery in the beauty of western Canada where he 

spent much of his life.

82
Nakasendo Way - The Kiso 

Road
06:00 Open AUS

This production shows a selection of places seen during a five-day walk along the Kiso Road in 

Japan.

83 Of Earth and Sky 05:07 MPS England A poem about the wonders of planet earth set against a backdrop of textured landscapes.

84 Lascia Ch'io Piango 04:04 Open NZ A celebration of the 2023 Rainbow Parade held in Auckland New Zealand in February 2023

85 1963 04:35 MPS Italy

Autobiographical audiovisual dedicated to my life, my family and the photographs that 

accompany me towards the most beautiful memories.  A kind of balance sheet of my 60 years 

of age. The monologue is inspired by an article by journalist Mary Schmich, published in the 

Chicago Tribune, taken from the movie The Big Kahuna (1999) directed by John Swanbeck, read 

by Danny DeVito. Music =  Christopher Young



86
Next Time we will go by 

Horse
05:05 Open NI

As the sun rises over the stunning landscape of Bryce Canyon, you can see the vibrant red, 

orange, and pink hues of the hoodoos, the iconic rock formations that have made this national 

park famous. Walking down the winding paths among the towering hoodoos, you can’t help 

but feel a sense of awe at the natural beauty that surrounds you. The intricate designs of the 

rocks, carved over millions of years by the forces of nature, are truly a sight to behold. The light 

bounces and reflects, and paints the rock with deeper and more vibrant reds, oranges and 

yellows. Going down is easy, but getting back up?

87 The Good Old Days 11:10 Open England How it used to be

88 Greenhouse Reflections 02:19 Open NL Greenhouses in horticultural Westland in the Netherlands come to life in the Golden Hour

89 Inorganic Absolute Love 04:23 MPS F

A Breton poet (Louis BERTHOLOM) and a Polish painter (Rafal OLBINSKI) associated for an 

illustration in images and sounds of the eternal theme of Love and its turbulences. The images 

are original creations by the author combining extracts from paintings by the painter and 

photos by the author, forming scenes of an imaginary world.



No
Session 8 (start 12:00)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

90 Almost Perfect 03:16 MPS England

From the intense heat of cylindrical shaped glass in a furnace to glass sculptures; delicate 

pieces, vases and many fish of all colours. Accompanied by the sound effects of a fire and 

atmospheric music chosen to show off fabulous creations.   Sometimes difficult to see with the 

naked eye the process of glass making often leaves tiny imperfections, thus 'Almost Perfect'. 

91
The 1889 Sunday School 

Excursion
07:45 Open NI

The story of a Sunday School Excursion in 1889 that would traumatise a City and change the 

design of  railway travel forever.

92 Spring is Sprung 04:33 Open England None supplied.

93 Antarctic Wilderness 11:43 Open Y SA
This is an AV on the stark beauty of Antarctica asking the question why it has not been declared 

a World Heritage Site.

94 I Never Thought 03:20 Open England

A quiet contemplative story about someone wandering along a beach and wondering if the 

patterns of the seaweed on the  beach were an attempt by the beach to write messages the 

creatures that live by the beach and sea.

95 A Unique Country 05:12 MPS England
New Zealand - showing some of the countries beautiful scenery and highlighting how volcanism 

has been responsible for a wide variety of the geographical features.

96 Three Haiku 03:17 MPS England Three themes with Haiku

97 Crosses on a Hillside 03:40 MPS SA
AV about the tragedy of farm murders in South Africa as well as facts about the White Cross 

Monument

98 The Strawberry Queen 06:09 Open England

A well known children's author sought inspiration for one of his most famous characters from a 

little known horticulturist, and now her memory will forever be linked to one of the most 

famous children's stage show and movie.
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99 NUBIVAGA 03:28 Open Italy

Nubivago (from the Latin nubes = cloud  and "vagari"= to walk) is the one who has his head in 

the clouds, who wanders between fantasies and dreams and pushes himself beyond human 

possibilities with the power of imagination...  The body is my limit. But my awareness can 

expand as far as my imagination goes. Behind my eyes thoughts fly free like butterflies: I see 

colors pulsating, I hear the energy of creation.

Closed in my heart, I enter into communion with infinity. The universe and all its dimensions 

are inside of me, I discover that there are no boundaries between darkness and light, full and 

empty, life and death: the multiplicity is only illusion. If the multiplicity is only an illusion the 

earth can become water, the water becomes fire, the fire air, the air becomes consciousness 

and all the colors of the rainbow merge into an immense bright throbbing white...

100 If 02:36 MPS England

Interpretation of the Poem If by Rudyard Kipling, an inspirational poem with the speaker 

advising his son to  move through life with composure, and to always exercise self-control, 

integrity, and humility and overcome any disaster.

101 Nameless 05:11 Open England A sad story of why a gravestone had "Nameless" (or no name) inscribed on it.

102 In the Footsteps of the San 07:10 Open England

A visit to the Drakensberg mountain range in South Africa. The story of a trek in the mountains 

with beautiful scenery and flora, and fantastic vistas. The journey follows in the footsteps of 

people from history including those who left their art as a reminder of their presence all those 

years ago.



No
Session 9 (start 14:00)

Title
Length Category

Rising 

Star?
Country Summary

103
What is happening in that 

building
04:20 Open NL None supplied

104 Seasons in the Overberg 04:10 Open SA

The Overberg region  in the Western Cape of South Africa  is mainly a grain producing area and 

will attract photographers from all over. The fresh greens and yellows of the wheat and canola 

fields make for amazing landscapes.

105 Nek 11:33 Open England

The naïve charm of Nek Chand's work suggests that in one sense he never quite grew up, and 

so the story has been written as if told by a child. As we see images of the early influences on 

his work the girl narrator tells us the story of his life, in the manner of a fairy story or folk tale. 

Finally, we see his magical garden complete - the ultimate in creative recycling!

106 AJA MOLA 06:35 Open Italy

Gioacchino Cataldo, who passed away in July 2018, was a tuna fisherman in Favignana Island, in 

Sicily. Gioacchino’s story is closely connected to Egadi Islands, to which Favignana belongs, and 

in particular to Stabilimento Florio, where he started to work really young. For 33 years he 

worked as tonnarotto and in 1996 he became rais of the fishermen (Arabic word meaning 

“leader”). He has been rais for 11 years, during the most difficult period of the tonnara, namely 

till 2007, the last year of tuna fishing in Favignana. In May tuna coming from Gibraltar swim 

towards warm beaches of Mediterranean Sea, where they reproduce.  During the tuna fishing 

fishermen perform propitiatory songs; the most famous one is called AJA MOLA. This name 

comes from the Arabic ai ya mawla [ai aià maulà] (O my Lord). It is a responsorial song; the 

soloist’s voice is echoed by the chorus of fishermen pulling their nets aboard. “Muciare” is the 

name of the dark ships used during the tuna fishing. The slow, strongly rhythmic pace 

accompanies the effort during the first phase of the surfacing of the nets. Because of his 

dissemination activity on the traditions related to this kind of fishing, in 2006 Gioacchino was 

recognised as “Living Human Treasure” in the register of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Sicily, a 

document aiming at safeguarding the cultural richness of the Island.  Marcello Tramandoni’s 

photographic report illustrates one of the last tuna fishing in Favignana Island and managed by 

the rais Gioacchino Cataldo, with the assistance of Clemente Ventrone, as vice rais. 



107
Denis Thorpe - the Final 

Frame
09:40 Open England

Retired 'Guardian' photographer Denis Thorpe talks about how he came to take one of the 

most widely reproduced photographs of his career.

108 The Peace of Wild Things 02:16 MPS SA
In the present disturbed and violent world only Nature and especially its Wild Places can offer 

an escape from these threats

109 The Traveller 04:53 Open NI Following the death of his wife, a man is consumed by grief and loneliness

110 Aftewrwards 03:44 MPS England The images that came to me on hearing the music

111 On the edge of the swamp 03:11 MPS NL None supplied

112 Dour 03:35 MPS England A man cures his depression with the help of his wife and an old hippy friend.

113
No Place More Blessed by 

Heaven
07:05 Open Irl

 A vist to lake como in Italy inspired me to  look at who in the past was also inspired  by such a 

beautiful place . The Peace I felt to be in such a lovely place and I could see very quickly how an 

artist would be inspired by such beauty. 

114 Surfin USA, Tenerife Style 02:30 MPS NI Surfers on Playa de Martianez, Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife enjoying the winter swells.

115 Hoppa! 03:01 Open NL

Ring riding is a folkloric tradition, in which one gallops through a ring track on a farm workhorse 

and a lance through a ring (38mm) tries to stab. The participants are farmers from the region 

where the event is held is becoming. In the event of a tie, the players go into battle and the 

ring gets smaller and smaller until there is a winner.

116 Op Art 05:20 Open F

What I say to introduce: The round is a sun. The square is a window. The window is an opening 

to the light or an abyss if you look at it from the outside. The sun and the window offer this 

possibility of escape. To give life and survival to the round and the square is to imagine them in 

space. This extract from an interview with Victor Vasarely on February eighteen, one thousand 

nine hundred and sixty seven, was a source of inspiration for me: to give life to his rounds and 

squares and thus create my own universe in an imaginary space.


